Your Soul’s Mission and Ancestry
Discovering Life Purpose and Soul Experience on Earth, Interplanetary, and Angelic Realm
A Virtual 5-Week Class with Dr. Linda Backman
Tuesdays, Sept. 24, Oct. 1, 15, 22 & 29, 2019 ~ 5-6:30 PM MDT
All Classes Archived for Future Viewing

This in-depth, interactive online video course is led by Dr. Linda Backman, an expert psychologist, regression therapist and author who has been in private practice for over 40 years. Linda regularly teaches worldwide.

What Color is Your “Soul Parachute”? We come together as like-minded souls to explore:

- What is Soul Evolution and Why?
- What are the needs of Humanity’s Evolution?
- Why does your Life Purpose and Core Frequency Matter at this time?
- What does soul origin mean and why does it matter?
- How is the location of our Past Lives and Present Life determined?
- What is an Earth-Based (EB) Soul?
- What is an Interplanetary (IP) Soul?
- From what celestial settings do IP’s originate?
- What is an Angelic Realm (AR) Soul?
- What are the gifts and challenges of EB’s, IP’s, and AR’s?
- Do IP or AR Souls always incarnate at birth?
- How is your Life Purpose determined?
- What is the Earth Council?
- What is the IP Council?
- What is the AR Council?
- What is your soul responsibility in the higher realm?
- Why and How do EB, IP, and AR Souls work together?


Sign up by Sept. 10 for an early discounted fee of $300. After Sept. 10, the fee is $375.

Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 if any questions.
COURSE DETAILS & EXPECTATIONS

Course Intention:
- To Learn the Ancestry and Past Life History of Your Soul
- To Discover the Plan and Mission of Your Current Life

Course Description:
In life today your soul origin is illustrated in a myriad of ways tied to your unique qualities of body, mind, and spirit. Said differently, where you incarnate primarily is revealed in your skills, passions, and well-being. You may be a soul who has embodied innumerable times on Earth over tens of thousands of years (Earth-Based Soul/EB.) Conversely, the bulk of your soul experience may be not on Earth, meaning you’ve only “set foot” on our planet infrequently (Interplanetary Soul/IP.) Also possible is that you have few incarnations on Earth or elsewhere, and your soul origin is the Angelic Realm (Angelic-Realm Soul/AR.)

What color is your Soul Parachute? When you arrived into your current life on Earth what was your pre-birth mission and what soul/past life qualities did you transport? As a human and as a soul you are distinctive with qualities that arise from your soul origin. At times, you may misunderstand or misjudge yourself, or those around you, as being unusual and hard to accept. When you can identify the basis of your wisdom, capabilities, and challenges then progressing more deeply into your life mission becomes clear.

Interplanetary and Angelic-Realm Souls usually present themselves as different from those of us who have walked the path of our lives mostly on Earth. Earth-Based Souls are often paired with an Interplanetary Soul in a family or friend relationship to provide support and acceptance. How can you identify an EB, IP, or AR Soul in your life?

All souls come to Earth with purpose and intention. With the explanation of your exclusive and remarkable qualities then, and perhaps only then, you’re able to advance into why you are here now. Angelic-Realm Souls are very, very sensitive to the need for love and compassion on our planet and may never have been on Earth. AR’s frequently seem overly soft and emotion-based…and yet, AR Souls are of a high frequency and essential at this time.

In this course, we’ll explore deeply who YOU ARE and WHY YOU ARE HERE NOW!

Join with like-minded folks to work together as I teach and share the characteristics, idiosyncrasies, and related life purpose for you as an EB, IP, AR---or friend and family member of one of these souls.

This virtual course is designed for teaching, experiential, and interaction time with all participants. Dr. Linda Backman will share a myriad of client case examples to deepen and expand the value of this program. We will come together to work in community and expand the evolution of Humanity.

Each 90-minute class will include: Teaching, Client Case Examples, Experiential Guided Experience and Class Conversation/Q&A (Live and Email Discussion Strongly Encouraged). The class will be taught using the Zoom platform. It is highly recommended that you download the Zoom application to your computer. Or, you can call into the class via your phone, should that be your preference. Though being present for each of the 5 virtual classes is highly recommended, registrants can also view archived recordings after each class.


Sign up by Sept. 10 for an early discounted fee of $300. After Sept. 10, the fee is $375.

Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 if any questions.